Revelation 12 Sign: 4 Days & Counting
We only have four more days to go until the Great Sign: the Great Sign
in Revelation 12:1 of a woman clothed with the Sun, with the moon
under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars, and she is in
labor and in pain to be delivered of a man-child which will be caught up
to God and to the throne. And I've been saying all along that I am the
discoverer of this sign. Some people say I'm trying to take God's place;
no, of course not; God created this sign and Scripture calls it the Great
Sign. And would you believe that Wikipedia is now giving me credit!
One of my subscribers brought this to my attention; and here's the
article in Wikipedia and I think it would be worthwhile for you to take a
look at it because of the references they give.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revelation_12_sign_prophecy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revelation_12_sign_prophecy#/medi
a/File:Preg_web_final.gif
I mean, they try to cover all bases and you're not going to get the
whole truth, but the references they give at the bottom are very
interesting: both people who support it and who debunk it. Now, here is
the article giving me credit and you can pause the video and read it for
yourself. (In the "Overview" section in the above link.)
In any event, I want to go back to this weekend for just a minute. I went
to Mass that morning and I'm going to tie this in, believe it or not, and I
have showed you this before: this is on our missalette and this is a
symbolic depiction of the One World Religion.
It's a logo and I have showed you this before
and I have explained it: here you see the two
horns of ‘Hathor’, the cow goddess. A lot of
people believe that this cow goddess is the
same as the golden calf which the Israelites
worshipped after they left Egypt. And above
you see the Sun God ‘Ra’ and, of course, they
try to convince Catholics that this depicts a
chalice and this is the host. But that's not what
it is; this is a hidden symbol of the One World
Religion.
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And at Mass this Sunday, and I will read it for you, this is the gospel,
and there is a huge error in the translation. And this is from Matthew,
chapter 18, verse 2: ‘Peter approached Jesus and asked him Lord if
my brother sins against me how often must I forgive as many as seven
times? Jesus answered I say to you not seven times but seventyseven times.’ Did you hear that? They have changed it from ‘seventy
times seven times’ to ‘seventy-seven times’. That is a big error; I
almost jumped out of my seat. But my Pastor, Father Ward, did correct
it in his sermon. That is a reference to Daniel; it is an End Times
prophecy because it tells us when God will stop forgiving. He stops
forgiving after 490 years which began when Artaxerxes gave the order
to rebuild and restore Jerusalem and of course there's a gap in there
after the Messiah is cut off and we are about to enter the years of
Great Tribulation.
I’ve always thought that this Great Sign in the fall of 2017 was the end
of the tribulation. I now believe it is the middle of the tribulation; the
beginning of the Great Tribulation, the last 42 months and I will tie that
in, in just a minute. I want to show you the Great Sign; I'm sure you are
familiar with this image.

They've got the moon as a full moon and that is not correct; the moon
will be a new moon, it will be a crescent moon. And now, here I'm
going to tie into that image you just saw because Mary is going to
crush the serpent as prophesied in Genesis 3:15, and that's also what
this sign is all about. I've showed you this many times, this is Our Lady
of Guadalupe, and she is standing on the crescent moon, symbolizing
Islam, and also the serpent which she is destined to crush. That’s the
same as this Revelation sign: a woman clothed with the Sun with the
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moon under her feet, a new moon, a crescent moon, clothed with the
Sun, the Sun is around her, she is blocking the Sun and, of course, this
image was painted by God just as the Revelation 12:1 image in the
constellations is also arranged by Almighty God.
This is the Great Sign and, as I have said, I
believe it indicates the conversion of Donald
Trump and his Protestant brethren because
this is what the Bible says in Micah chapter
5, verse number 3. Well, I might as well read
that for you again; I am sure I've read it
before many times: ‘Therefore will he give
them up (that's Donald Trump, he can't help
us) until the time wherein she that travails
shall bring forth (that's gotta be in four
days) and the remnant of his brethren, his
Protestant brethren, shall be converted
(that's why I use the word convert) to the
children of Israel.’ I've been watching some
interesting videos lately and one was by, and
let me get his name correct, Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj, an Indian
prophet, and he gives an interpretation very close to mine. He says the
Church, now, when he says the Church he means the Protestants; he
says a group will separate out and be anointed by the Holy Spirit and
be given a gift of prophecy. That's very similar to what I say: that a
group will be separated out, who I call the remnant Protestants, and
they will be converted to Catholicism. That's not much different than
what I've been saying; and which interpretation it is exactly, we will
soon find out.
And I watched an interesting video this morning by Steve Cioccolanti,
Discover Ministry, and he's quite interesting and he's from Australia
and he knows that these two new hurricanes, Jose and Maria, may
combine and hit the east coast of the United States on this day of the
Great Sign September 23rd. Wouldn't it be something if they hit
Washington DC this Saturday and that is the mechanism that converts
Donald Trump? And I mentioned in my last video that the Cleveland
Indians losing game number 23, marked that date also, and that was
verified when I discovered later that the pitcher in that game, Trevor
Bauer, one of my favorites, he also lost the 23rd game in a series
when he was pitching for UCLA. They had won 22 games in a row and
he lost the 23rd. So I definitely do believe that Almighty God was using
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that game with Cleveland as a marker for this number 23, the 23rd of
September, of the Great Sign. And I said at the time that if they lost
that would indicate something bad would happen that would convert
Donald Trump.
So I'm just speculating now, but maybe those two hurricanes will hit
Washington DC and that will cause Donald Trump to convert. That
may not be; I'm not saying that it is, but something for you my
subscribers to look for. This may be my last video before the Great
Sign because things are coming fast and furious. The debunkers are
out in force; just google: ‘Revelation 12 sign’, you will see just as I
predicted, Satan is going to attack this Great Sign and he's got
debunkers all over YouTube and all over the Internet. So don't be
surprised at what you see and hear. There's no doubt that this Great
Sign is coming to a great climax this weekend and, just like I know
most of you are, I'm very excited also.
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